
X JFKdemocrat • the hill
We can't afford to subsidize the media. It distorts the market. They should succeed or fail on their own merits, 
period. Cut the cord. Brendan Sasso's article headline at the Hill, is basically a lie. NPR didn't just hire this 
lobbying group to "protect" it from republican budget cuts...." The organization has a Policy and Representation 
department that has been advocating on behalf of NPR for decades, according to Dana Rehm, an NPR 
spokeswoman". The lobbying group is making sure the funds they've been able to secure from the old democrat 
majorities in Congress, aren't lost. NPR is just one of the many ways in which the left uses taxpayer dollars to 
advance its partisan and ideological agenda.  It should be cut off without a cent.

CalGunOwner • the hill
So, 
 Brendan Sasso's article headline at the Hill, is basically a lie. NPR didn't just hire this lobbying group to "protect" 
it from republican budget cuts...." 
The organization has a Policy and Representation department that has been advocating on behalf of NPR for 
decades, according to 
Dana Rehm, an NPR spokeswoman". The lobbying group is making sure the funds they've been able to secure 
from the old democrat majorities in Congress, aren't lost.

It's time for.... "WE THE PEOPLE"

Elaine theRainbow • the hill
 THE npr BECAME SO BIAS & DISGUSTING!
IF FOX, CNN, MSNBC... ARE NONE FUNDED MEDIA, WHY SHOULD npr?!  DE-FUND npr 
ALREADY!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Arch • the hill NPR is a Leftist propaganda organ.  If the Federal Government wants to fund it, we should play 
with the same rules across the political spectrum.  The Feds should also fund Rush, Beck, and Levin (at least they 
might make a return on their investment). 

Mtaylor0311 • the hill
So my tax dollars go to NPR to pay for a lobbyist to get more of my tax dollars and liberals see nothing wrong 
with that? LOL 

It's a clone of how the Dem party works. 

Famtry Mtaylor0311 • the hill
Think you missed this sentence: " She noted that no federal funds are being used to pay for the lobbying firm."

novembercantcomesoonenough • the hill
Their best hope for salvation would be to actually have balanced reporting. Hardly cost them anything BUT their 
commie zeal

Poppa • the hill
NPR has turned into a liberal POS mouthpiece for obama and all tax payer funding should stop. And I say this as 
a listener and financial supporter of my local NPR station.

sysoptions • the hill
I love it. Another little one from the left group might have their government tit cut off.  ALLONS

Gaubladt sysoptions • the hill
NPR gets most of it's funding from corporations and individuals like the Koch Bros. The only leftist associated 
with NPR are  some of the suckers who listen.
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phillipbias • the hill
if they can afford lobbiests they dont need our money

OldeGrump1 • the hill
No public money used for advocacy? What is she listening to? Everything on NPR promotes the democrat party 
and its agenda, from the news that they report, to that which they do not, to the manner in which they present their 
news, and the tone of their voices as it is read. NPR needs to stand on its own; it already sells advertising and begs 
for money from it listeners. It has revenue streams. It's long past time to cut it off from any taxpayer funding.

Ckoster • the hill
Another example of public television pushing left wing propaganda.....PBS will air “Dollars and Dentists,” a 
Soros-connected documentary advocating for socialized dental coverage, claiming that there is a lack of affordable 
dental care that is endangering the lives of millions of children. A press release and promo for the “Frontline” 
special, which debuts on Junes 26, reveals that in addition to the convenient election year timing, the documentary 
is hyperbolic, and made in conjunction with a group that gets funding from the the left-wing billionaire.

The narrator for the documentary is an outspoken proponent of lefty propaganda and the whole things is backed 
by organizations funded, in part, by George Soros. The arguments of “Dollars and Dentists” also closely parallel a 
CBS program that aired almost four years earlier to the day, during the last presidential election cycle.

It's time to stop the funding on this liberal propaganda machine.. I object to my taxpayer money funding something 
so biased.....

Elaine theRainbow • the hill
DE-FUND BIAS npr NOW!!! 

Gamera • the hill
This is a prime example of corporate welfare.  NPR should NOT be receiving ANY tax dollars.

Political Centrist • the hill
Those dirty SOB's in DC better cut off the funding for NPR.  Why in the world does my tax money have to pay 
for a second rate news station?   There are all sorts of news stations FOR FREE if you haven't noticed.  This is 
more liberal propaganda  I will tell you who WON'T be re-elected...the GOP if they don't cut off funding for this 
freaking waste of money

Gamera • the hill

The more gov't redistributes our wealth, the less freedom we have.  Our gov't should NOT be subsidizing any 
company UNLESS it is a matter of life and death.

jfnance32 • the hill
Why do Republicans allow one cent to go to NPR and Planned Parenthood?

redwolf6911 • the hill
This is a left wing bunch, no matter how much they say otherwise.  They can get their butts out and raise their 
own funding.

Gaubladt redwolf6911 • the hill
Every 501(c3) you see on TV puking on liberals, is stealing your tax money by evading taxes.

CTConservatives47 • the hill
NPR is just one of the many ways in which the left uses taxpayer dollars to advance its partisan and ideological 
agenda.  It should be cut off without a cent.
It's about control. Gain control over an organization and you control their funding. It's the same with the corrupt 
labor unions who steal their members dues to support candidates that many of them oppose and foundations that 
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advance leftist causes.  The Democrats could not survive without theft at many levels.

Jennie123 • the hill
Of Course public money is being used to hire a lobbyist, Money is fungible, if any money is spent on lobbyists, 
and you get some $$ from Government then some money is going for Lobbyists.  Der..

Wang Newton • the hill
NPR is a mouthpiece for the Left, nothing more...defund them now

simon • the hill
Defund, defund, defund, defund----THIS SHOULD BE JUST THE START----BarryCare next!!!

rvictory2012 • the hill
NPR is taking public funding and supporting the leftwing radical's socialist takeover of our country.  NPR is just 
another net-working organization helping Obama seize power away from conservatives and turn this country into 
a radical, leftwing centralized government, that will look like Cuba, Venezuela, or North Korea in the end.  They're 
mentally-ill and their minds are warped and twisted socialist.  No other country has ever been successful because 
the dictator takes all the money for those running his Centralize Government. What ashame and disgrace to the 
United States of America.

jaimo • the hill
Let them sink or swim on their own.  I'm sure there are enough rich liberals willing to part with a couple of bucks 
to keep their own personal news and propaganda channel on the air

willie12345 • the hill
No more money for NPR.  They have themselves to blame for their own demise

Gaubladt • the hill
As a youth, in Jr College, I remember listening to NPR and enjoying it, and respecting the insightful 
perspectives it gave to me. 
Now, I hear mainly right wing corporate militarist points of view that completely shut out any other perspectives.
The  pundits act as if they were propagandists for the Koch Bros.
It seems like they pattern their arguments along the line of Shakespear's eulogy of Julius Caesar:
I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him,
But, the evil men do lives after them, 
while the good is often interred  with their bones... ...
One would think that they, of all the media outlets, would be the most likely to give both, or more, sides to an 
argument. Instead, I hear the corporatist talking point. Or they will elevate the corporate line above the others.
Mel Wax of KQED made an interesting argument against public funding.
The current devolution of NPR is the embodied manifestation of his argument

phillipbias Sooner79 • the hill
not for my kids 
the last thing i want is a bunch of stupid ignorant left winged scabs
no i will decide how my children see the world. as far as i am concerned NPR crossed the line 25 years ago. and 
has gotten worse with every passing year. its a left winged attack on america family values, the sooner NPR is off 
the air the better.

Wang Newton the hill• 

Actually the BBC admitted its own bias, so yes, if they insist on maintaining a partisan viewpoint at taxpayer 
expense, de-fund them.

navigato the hill • 
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I am willing to grant that NPR has some very good programs.  On the other hand, their left-wing bias is palpable, 
and cannot be tolerated in a publicly funded enterprise.  If they were to find balance, I would be all for funding 


